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Precious And Semi Precious Stones  
That Attract Luck & Fortune, etc. (Part 2) 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
In Part 1, I highlight the first series of precious and semi precious 
stones such as Aventurine, Moss Agate, Amazonite, Blood stone, 
Citrine, Diamond, Emerald, Jade, Lapis Lazuli and Malachite. 
fortune.  
 
In Part 2, I  shall continue to  present to you the other kinds of 
precious and semi precious stones. Among them are Peridot, 
Petrified Wood, Pyrite, Quartz Rutilated, Ruby, Sapphine, Cherry 
Red Tiger’s Eye, Golden Yellow Tiger’s Eye and Blue Tiger 
Hawk’s Eye. 
 
 
PERIDOT:  They promote protection, health, 
wealth and sleep.  Peridot is worn or carried 
for general healing purposes. Its deep green 
hue suggests peridot’s use in wealth 
attracting spells. It is also found in 
meteorites. 
 

 
PETRIFIED WOOD:  Petrified wood consists 
of ancient trees that eons ago fell and were 
covered with mineral-rich water. The water 
dissolved the wood and replaced it with 
various minerals. Helps one with past life 
recall during meditation. Promotes wealth 
and offer protection, promotes longevity, past 

life regression, healing and protection. 
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PYRITE:  Assists with concentration and 
memory, excellent for students. Also for 
developing spiritual vision and psychic 
abilities. Resonates with energy of sun. 
Use at third eye for spiritual development 
and use at solar plexus for enhancing 
personal and psychic powers. Influence 
eyes, brains and bloodstream. Good 
protector against  
negative vibrations and can attract wealth. One manner of 
wearing it is to have a pyrite doughnut and string it together with 
an ancient Chinese coin, the one with the hole in the center. 

 
QUARTZ, RUTILATED:  Adds energy 
and life force to the clear quartz 
properties.  A regenerator of people, 
crystals and plants. Helps one to resist 
aging and the general cellular 
breakdown caused by time. Rutilated 
qualities provide an electrical zap that 
helps stimulate nervous system. Good 

for patients recovering from strokes.  Another luck generating 
stone as Chinese liken it to “Fatt” stones because its hair like 
inclusions  that look like hair. 
 
 RUBY:   Strengthens the heart emotionally 
and focuses the ability to love. Provides 
energy boost, and increases personal 
courage. Provides emotional and physical 
stability – a preserver. Heals blood disorders 
and provides courage to the wearer. 

 
 
 

 SAPPHIRE:  Amplifies intuitive ability. Aids 
meditation or prayer as it provides mental 
calming. Complementary affect is on digestive 
system, helping with assimilation on a physical 
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level. Total effect is healing and centering, physically and mentally. 
Yellow sapphire is considered rare, and it is used to attract wealth 
while Indian women wear it to help them bear children. Another 
version is the “asterisk” star sapphire which is another excellent 
stone used to protect against negativity. 
  
TRIPLE TIGER EYES: Three species of Tiger Eyes are a 
formidable luck attracting  and protection stones each with 
own unique property. 
 

CHERRY RED TIGER’S EYE:  Excellent stone 
for public oratory, presentations, etc.  Enhance 
confidence in oneself and the subject being 
presented. Throat chakra mineral with resonance 
in the other chakras, thus individual harmonics 
are bridges to facilitate greater expression of self 
and the knowledge of total self. 

 

GOLDEN YELLOW TIGER’S EYE:  Innately 

carrying high vibration charge, yet grounding 

energy. Good for those spaced-out, uncommitted 

to life, or unable to manifest their will through 

action. Brings courage to timid individuals. Good 

for concentration and focusing energy. Relieves 

headache. 

 

BLUE TIGER’S HAWK’S EYE  

(Falcon’s Eye): Enables one to have bird-eye 

view. Strengthens eyes. Good meditative stone. 

 
Thank you for reading my article. I hope the 

guidelines are helpful as to how to choose your 

fortune stone for good luck and good fortune. 

I specialises in most the precious and semi-

precious stones. Contact me for free advice. 

 
 

Master Anthony Leong 

 


